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Abstract
Sindhi language being one of the oldest languages of the world, has still very limited use in
digital age due to lack of digital contents. The use of corpus for each language has been extremely
important in facilitating the natural language processing of its script. This research work addresses
the issue of building corpus for Sindhi Language using XML based Tagging. The tree based XML
tag structure is designed to develop Sindhi Corpus that has two main nodes namely metadata and
Sindhi Document which contains the main text. The Corpus developed contains a detailed metadata
tags to represent Sindh language, documenting each relevant component of the corpus. The final
corpa would be further used in various Natural language applications for Sindh language.
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1.

Introduction

Sindhi language is a widely spoken language based
on Arabic script with similar cursive ligatures and
written from right-to-left consisting of 52 characters [1]
[2]. Sindhi language is considered as the second most
popularly written and spoken language, after Urdu,
in Pakistan. Even though Sindhi is an old language
with vast amount of literature and written resources.
However, there are very insufficient computational material and digital coprus available for Sindhi Language
to create efficient NLP applications.
Natural Language Processing applications always require a huge collection of Corpus data for the language. A corpus is simply collection of large amount
of structure and unstructured text for a language. The
well-defined structural format is created to store and
categorize the text in large datasets, allowing the computational processing and application development.
This structured datasets facilitates the statistical analysis and grammatical validation of the script, along
with other applications of NLP [3] [4].
Corpus are considered as one of the key prerequisites for
and obligatory component for developing any Natural
Language Processing applications such as, Spell checkers[2][5], Machine Learnings, Speech-to-Text, Text-toSpeech, OCR, Translation, Transliteration, etc. [6].
Due to this, there is huge need for developing a Sindhi
language corpus which is also publicly available for everyone to use.
XML has always been a key technique for designing
a structure for developing Corpa of various languages

[7] [8] [9] [10]. XML is a very flexible language due
to its tag-based structure, which allows the developer
to easily extract the required and desired information from the structured XML document. Developing
Sindhi corpus in XML would enable rule-based tagging’s, and structured designing of Corpa, allowing an
easier reusability of the corpus along with broader dissemination to various NLP applications.
Since Corpus is extremely essential for any language
for NLP application, a huge amount of work from
various aspects has been done to develop corpus for
various different languages. Primarily, a project named
EMILLE was developed consisting of multilingual corpora for South Asian languages [10]. Similarly, Urdu
corpus was developed containing 18 million words by
the Center for Research in Urdu Language Processing (CRULP) [11]. CRULP has also developed and
released Online Urdu Dictionary (OUD) containing
120,000 records of Urdu corpus with 80,000 words dictionary words [9]. Whereas, Bank of English Corpus
was developed to help the dictionaries [8]. On the other
hand, Hindi Corpus was designed by IIT Bombay to
facilitate the NLP development of the language [13]
along with EMILLE corpus [12].

2.

XML Structure for Sindhi
Corpus

In NLP application development, XML tag-based structured format has been widely used to create structured
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Figure 1: Proposed Model with Hypothesis relation

documents for processing and developing regional language applications [14]. For this purpose, XML has
been used with custom tag to structure Sindhi text in
a formalized Corpus for various NLP applications. The
tags for Sindhi Corpus based on XML have been segregated into two main sections consisting of Metadata
tags and Sindhi Text Document tags. Each is then further divided to contain more detailed information in its
sub- tags.
A. Sindhi Corpus Structure
The XML based Sindhi Corpus structure has been
divided into two main sections at the top-most level
with ‘Metadata’ tag containing tags related to the original source information related to the actual text and
document. The ‘Sindhi Text Document’ tag is second
top-most tag containing the actual text from the source
document. The full hierarchy of the XML tag structure for Sindhi Corpus is illustrated in Figure 1. Each
Sindhi Corpa document will be stored with respect to
this structure within XML tags.
B. Meta Data Header of Sindhi Corpus
Metadata is defined as the data about the data. Therefore, this main tag contains specific detail information
related to the source document. This main section contains attributes such as “Title” of the document, “Sub
Title” of Sindhi document, if any, “Topic” being discussed in the Sindhi document, “Sub Topic”, “Book”,
“Author”, “Edition”, etc. The detailed sub-tag structure of the meta data section is shown in Figure 1.
The ‘Sindhi Text Document’ tag contains the source
raw text information which is extracted from various
sources including websites, newpapers, books, articles,

etc. This tag contains further two sub tags that describe the text description of the source text and the
actual text file under “Text Description” and “Text
Document” respectively.

3.

Sindhi Corpus
Representations

There are two main custom tags defined
after
<sndhiLangCrps>
as
<sndMetaData>
</sndMetaData> and <sndTextDoc> </sndTextDoc>,
and the operator (+) shows that both custom tags have
also child tags as define operator (+) in Figure 2.

Figure 2:
Super tags of <sndhiLangCrps>
SLC(Sindhi Language Corpus
Figure 3 shows the main Sindhi Language Corpus
Tag that contains to top-most sub tags Sindh Meta
Data nd Sindh Text Document tags.

Figure 3: Root and elements tags of sndhiLangCrps
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shows that specific tag is displayed with own child and
no more child is hide.

The tag of XML <sndMetaData> “Sindhi Meta Data”
is the part of Sindhi corpus in data file which shows
that the Sindhi data about its own data, it has child
tags which also contains further information about the
Sindhi document.

Figure 6: Data in publisher tag
Figure 4: Elements and child tags of SndMetaData
at SndhiLangCrps

The XML tag <sndMetaData> has three elements tags
named as <pblsher> Publisher, <lang> Language and
<fileDesc> File Description.

In this figure 5 the elements tags of
<sndMetaData> </sndMetaData> has been defined
as <pblsher> </pblsher>, <lang> </lang> and
<fileDesc> </fileDesc> and they have also sub child
as per operator defines.

Figure 7: Elements and child tags of pblsher in
SndMetaData at SndhiLangCrps
The publisher tag <pblsher> contains the information of publications, with describes its child elements
as <pblsherName> “Publisher Name”, <athor> ”Author ” , <edition> “Edition”. The tag <pblsherName>
shows the name of publisher, the tag <athor> tells the
name of author while the tag <edition> describes the
edition of publications.

Figure 5: Sindhi XML Corpus with MetaData
Figure 6 shows another example of Publisher tags
data for Sindhi Document.
In this figure, the
child tags of <pblsher> </pblsher> has been defined as <pblsherName> </pblsherName>, <athor>
</athor> and <edition> </edition> custom tags. Accurate data also filled in that custom tags for the building of SLC, while the other tags are here in silent mod
they have discussed in other figure and the operator (-)

Figure 8: Elements and child tags of pblsher with
its child’s elements edition in SndMetaData at SndhiLangCrps
The tag <pblsher> publisher is the child tag of Sindhi
Meta Data <sndMetaData> while the tag <edition>
Edition is the child tag of <pblsher> and <edition> tag
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has its child as <dataSrc> “Data Source”, <books>
“Books”, <news> “News”, <articles> “Articles”,
<blogs> “Blogs”. These all are the sources of information which provide the complete data to edition and
edition makes the complete to the publisher tag.

(30-37)

<noRds> </noRds>, <encoding> </encoding> and
<date> </date>. That tags have filled by accurate
data while other tags are here silent to show the role of
that tags in corpus linguistics.
File Description <fileDesc> is the element tag of
<sndMetaData> tag consists of child tags as <title>
“Title”, <subtopic> “Sub Topic”, <keywords> “Key
Words”.

Figure 9: Elements and child tags of Lang in Snd- Figure 12: Elements and child tags of SndTxtDoc
MetaData at SndhiLangCrps
at SndhiLangCrps
The Language tag <lang> is the element tag
of <sndMetaData> which has child tags like tag
<noRds> “Number of Records”, <encoding> “Encoding”, <data> “Data”.

Figure 13: Element tags of <fileDesc> </fileDesc>
Figure 13 shows the sub tags of custom tag of <fileDesc> </fileDesc> as <title>
</title>, <sbTopic> </sbTopic> and <keyWords>
</keyWords>. All tags have assigned their own data.

Figure 10: Elements and child tags of fileDesc in
SndMetaData at SndhiLangCrps

B. Portion of Sindhi Text Document
The tag of XML <sndTxtDoc> “Sindhi Text Document” is the part of Sindhi corpus in data file, it has
also child tags as <txtSrc> “Text Source”, <txtDesc>
“Text Description”.

4.

Figure 11: child tags of <lang> </lang>
Figure 11 uses the child tags of <lang> </lang> tags as

Sample Sindhi Corpus
Document

The final Sindhi documents are initially created manually by extracting information form articles and saving
them in XML tags as discussed [15]. A GUI form was
designed that allowed the creating of XML document
for Sindhi text as shown in Figure 14. Each entry was
saved as an XML file as per rules and patterns discussed
above.
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Figure 14: GUI form for creating XML document
of Sindhi corpus

Figure 15: Sample Sindhi XML document

The final version of each XML document of
Sindhi corpus contain all the relevant information
that could easily be read and processed for any
NLP task as shown in Figure 15 to Figure 18.
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Figure 16: Sindhi XML Document 2

(30-37)

Figure 17: Sample Sindhi XML Document 3
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taining metadata and main source full document. The
metadata is crucial part of any document, and so Sindhi
corpus metadata also contains many sub tags to cater
for all possible information of any document. The use
of XML for Sindhi corpus has been very fruitful and
has provided a platform to work on more processing of
Sindhi Text.
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